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Disclaimer

"eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and digital assets, as well as trading CFDs.

Please note that CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 67% of retail investor 
accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work, and whether you 

can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

This is a marketing communication and should not be taken as investment advice, personal recommendation, or an offer of, or solicitation to buy or sell, 
any financial instruments. This material has been prepared without taking into account any particular recipient’s investment objectives or financial 
situation, and has not been prepared in accordance with the legal and regulatory requirements to promote independent research. Any references to past 
or future performance of a financial instrument, index or a packaged investment product are not, and should not be taken as, a reliable indicator of future 
results. eToro makes no representation and assumes no liability as to the accuracy or completeness of the content of this publication, which has been 
prepared utilising publicly available information."
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Summary: surviving the summer

Markets resilient to summer seasonality and virus third wave

Variant fears hold bond yields low and keep USD strong, even as earnings 
and GDP outlook continue to improve

❏ Global equities now +13% and US +17% so-far this year
❏ GDP expectations still rising as third virus wave nears peak
❏ Q2 earnings beat already high expectations - with more to go

Remains reflation investment environment 

PMI’s remain strong, 85% Q2 earnings beat again, 30% World vaccinated

❏ Favors reflation assets: cyclical equities (financials, commodities, 
industrials), commodities, crypto, small caps, and value 

❏ Cautious on fixed income, USD, defensive equities and China

A look at the retail investor 

Retail equity allocations are now at historic highs. We see this as sustainable. 
The first eToro investor survey shows sensible positioning

Source: CD=Consumer Discretionary. CO=Communications. CS=Consumer Staples. EN=Energy. FN=Financials. 
HC=Healthcare. ID=Industrials. IT=Information Technology. MT=Materials. RE=Real Estate. UT=Utilities. 

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Performance: US and Europe leading performance 

‘Everything’ rally, with global equities +13% year-to-date 

Commodities, crypto and equities have led strong YTD performance

Stayed strong through the weaker summer ‘seasonality’

❏ US equities +17% YTD, among world’s top-performers (see chart), 
helped by strong Q2 earnings season and low bond yields

❏ European equities reached new all-time-high - on fourth attempt 
since prior 2007 high. Think region has further to go

❏ Chinese equities -13%, world’s worst performer after regulatory 
crackdown. Now one of cheapest markets on 12x P/E valuation

❏ Energy still leads sector performance after recent pullback, 
followed by Financials 

❏ Technology and Communications (Internet) now outperforming. 
‘Defensives’ (telecoms, household products) the big laggards

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Fundamentals: Growth resilient to third virus wave 

Global GDP growth forecasts remain high and resilient

❏ International Monetary Fund (IMF) maintained global GDP growth 
forecast at 6% this year, and raised to 4.9% growth for next

❏ GDP expectations raised for US, UK, and Europe
❏ Delta variant fears saw GDP cuts to Asian forecasts 

Supports further earnings increases, and GDP rebound as variant controlled

Third virus wave nearing peak, and death rates are lower

❏ 30% global population now received at least one vaccine dose. 15% 
population fully vaccinated. 40m doses being given per day

❏ Asia still lagging but vaccination rate is now catching up
❏ Delta variant is delaying not derailing economic normalisation

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Earnings: Strong Q2 earnings support more upside

Second quarter earnings strongly beat expectations

❏ Valuations are high, making earnings key to move markets up 
❏ S&P 500 earnings rose +93% vs same quarter prior year, and 

revenue +23%
❏ Were 16% higher than latest S&P 500 earnings expectations, with 

every sector ‘beating’ expectations, led by cyclicals and ‘platforms’

Room for more

❏ Estimates for rest of this year have barely moved, despite strong 
Q2 results

❏ Full year 2022 expectations are only for 9% earnings growth 

More ‘beats’ to come given - 

❏ Low 2020 earnings base
❏ Still rising GDP growth expectations
❏ Higher commodity prices
❏ Rising company guidance - running at 2x normal

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Valuations: Remain high, along with sentiment

Valuations are high and to come down naturally

❏ Valuations well-above average, driven by low bond yields, 
depressed earnings, and higher tech weights

❏ Our ‘fair value’ P/E shows modest downside
❏ 0.5% bond yield move = 10% P/E change
❏ Back to 2.6% (from 1.9%) GDP growth = 20% P/E change

Opportunities in International and between sectors

❏ Forward P/E valuation discount of International markets vs the 
US has widened from 5% to 25% over last decade. Expect 
narrowing as cyclical segments rebound. See Europe, EM, Japan.

❏ Financials valuation discount widened to overdone 40% as low 
interest rates and higher capital requirements eroded profitability

Investor sentiment is high - not a positive

❏ Our investor sentiment indicator is high. With people this bullish, 
who is left to buy? Argues for more modest gains, not a fall

❏ Composite of ETF and mutual fund flows, VIX volatility, CBOE 
put/call ratio, and AAII retail investor sentiment

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Themes: Reopeners, WFH, and the Tech ‘pipeline’ 

‘Reopening’ stock catch up vs ‘Work from Home’ winners long way to go 

❏ Reopeners (Airlines, Hotels, Cruises, Booking sites, Apparel) 
underperformed by 65% since crisis and earnings outlook still for 
earnings down 95%

❏ Work from Home (Gaming, Home Improvement, E-commerce, 
Cloud computing, Web conferencing) earnings are 40% above 
pre-pandemic levels and still rising

❏ Not a zero sum game, but see Reopeners leading. See @Travelkit. 
WFH to stay resilient. See @GigEconomy and @RemoteWork

Unicorn and venture capital boom to see even more Tech listings

❏ Record $280 billion venture capital invested in 1H of year, helping 
create a record 138 private companies newly valued over $1 billion

❏ Over half were tech companies, and most were ‘late stage’, 
meaning tech IPOs to keep coming, growing sector even more

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Retail renaissance: All-time highs & home bias

Retail investors more important than ever

US household equity ownership is at highest ever, and we think sustainable

❏ US households have a record 29% of total assets in equities, and 
40% of financial assets, driven by market gains and new investors

❏ But prior peaks (1969, 2000, 2007) have led to weak returns
❏ Three reasons for more confidence now: 

❏ Structural change of online community, free trading etc
❏ Low bond yields. TINA = There Is No Alternative 
❏ Strong household finances. $3.3 trillion ‘excess’ savings

‘Home bias’ is huge and argues for more diversification

Investors in all countries disproportionately invest in there domestic market, 
hurting country and sector diversification. Diversification never been easier

❏ ‘Bias’ driven by local familiarity and overseas FX and country risks
❏ Can drive significant losses (India -65% underperformance last 

decade) or help prevent them (UK 120% underperformance)
❏ Diversification has never been cheaper or easier. See ACWI, 

EFA or @GlobalMarketETF’s

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Sentiment: eToro first retail investor ‘beat’ survey  

First eToro global retail investor survey: 6,000 investors in 12 countries, 
answering 25 questions

Share similar concerns as market, and a lot more sensible than perceived!

Concerns on inflation and valuations

❏ Inflation the major investor concern, and driving interest in classic 
ways to protect - gold, energy, and real estate. Fears particularly 
strong in places such as Germany and US

❏ Concerns on valuations with 40% seeing markets in a ‘bubble’ 
and only 15% saying undervalued

Investors are well-diversified and sensible

❏ Hold diversified portfolios (60% equities, 40% bonds), significant 
cash, do their research, like dividends, and avoid meme stocks  

Crypto assets popular

❏ 24% investors own crypto. Rises to 46% for younger investors
❏ Altcoin interest is large, with only 36% focused on bitcoin

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Commodities: China back in the driver's seat 

Commodity divergence is rising. Carbon transition a big new driver

❏ Energy seen price pullback since increased OPEC supply deal 
❏ Industrial metals helped by ‘green transition’. EV needs four 

times as much copper as a traditional car. China 50% of demand
❏ Gold hurt as low yields and ‘risk-on’ outweighed higher inflation
❏ Carbon transition a big new driver. EU ETS Carbon market +75% 

YTD and Battery material Lithium +100%...but also driving Coal

China dominates demand for many commodities

❏ Chinese commodity demand often far outstrips its GDP (18% of 
world total), led by iron ore, aluminium, copper, and coal

❏ Chinese GDP growth +8% this year, and authorities recently 
reversed course and increased monetary stimulus

❏ Key driver for industrial metals and agricultural products

Remains in a rare ‘sweet spot’

After 10-year underperformance, in sweet spot of rebounding demand, 
tight supply, and tailwinds of investment demand (inflation) and weaker USD

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Currencies: USD leaving rest in the dust

USD has remained strong

❏ Boosted by some safer-haven flows as delta variant spread and 
Fed perceived more hawkish stance

❏ Only significant outperformers have been the CAD and GBP, 
boosted by strong cyclical economic recoveries and commodities

❏ Covid response been a significant FX driver, for JPY, Asia and 
LatAm

Expect a modest reversal in coming months

USd to modestly weaken as global growth recovers and Fed still dovish

1. International economic growth accelerates vs the US
2. The Fed stays dovish, only slowly ‘tapering’, given dual-mandate
3. Investor positioning has become more more modest 
❏ Stronger USD weakness limited by higher US bond yields, and 

international sensitivity to stronger FX
❏ Chart shows well-known DXY US Dollar Index (heavily weighted to 

Euro), and Fed trade-weighted USD index (more diverse, and 
better reflects US trading relationships, including China). 

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Crypto: Bitcoin rebound 

The stablecoin boom

❏ Usage of stablecoins like tether (USDT), USD Coin (USDC), and 
Binance USD (BUSD) has soared, taking market to $115 billion

❏ Their collateralization (often 1:1 with US$) provides the benefits of 
speed, decentralization, transparency but without the volatility

❏ Regulators to tighten oversight (fearing repeat of 2008 ‘breaking 
the buck’) and Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) are coming

Institutional crypto adoption barely started. To be led by two drivers:

1. By far highest risk-adjusted returns of any asset. Adjusting for 
huge volatility crypto-assets still outpace equities over 5x

2. Correlation with other asset classes very low. Means can be 
added to a diversified portfolio and reduces risk, despite volatility

3. Global liquid investable assets over US$250 trillion, 400x bitcoin 
market cap

Crypto recovery underway

❏ Recovery from April/May -48% bitcoin sell-off. In-line with average 
of the fifteen major bitcoin corrections over the last decade

Past performance is not an indication of future results.


